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PREFACE 
This volume of the Jourrlal ot’ Pure and Applied Algebra consists of invited 
papers dedicated to Professor Saunders XIacLane in honor of his seventieth 
birthday. The authors of the papers are a mixture of his students, coworkers, and 
friends, and the variety of their contributions attests to the corresponding variety of 
his mathematical interests. If there is any central mathematical theme in XlacLane’s 
pork as well as in the papcr$ here, it has to be “algebra,” understood in the Lvidest 
possible sense, both for itself and as in an “algebraic approach” to logic, topology, 
category theory, or computer science. But one must not discount a concommitant 
humanistic theme in hlaclane’s contributions to marhematics, which perhaps helps 
account for his influence on se\xral generations of mathematicians. ,Ilarhematics is 
not just making algebraic calculations and logical deductions; it has at least two 
transcendent aspects kvhich elude such a mechanistic description and which many of 
us learned from him. One is the idea of the unity of mathematics; various theories 
don’t just exist independently of each other but, rather, they draw on each other for 
mutual support. The other is a more vague teleological component of mathematical 
research. Asiom systems are adopted beculrse certain results should be theorems; 
homology theories are constructed and studied because of reasons too numerous to 
list etc. XtacLane’s work in category theory can be seen as an attempt to give 
mathematical expression to these tbvin goals of unity and purpose in mathematics. 
Finally, one must not neglect his most important book, not the one on algebra, or 
on homological algebra, or on category theory, but the one he has never published, 
bvhich he \vrites every time he steps in front of a blackboard, entitled “The Joy of 
hlathematics”. 
\lany of the papers here here originally presented at a “Symposium on Algebra” 
held at the Aspen Center for Physics during the week May 23-27, 1979 under the 
auspices of the NSF whose support is hereby gratefully acknouledged. 
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